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I have studied all twelve redistricting maps proposed to the assembly. The maps that the assembly
has determined as semi-finalists need clarification and clear boundaries. It appears the redistricting
process is being fast-tracked by the assembly in an effort to pass, once in a decade redistricting, for
the benefit of sitting assembly members rather than for the good of our city. I studied the maps and
worked within the confines of the semi-final maps which were pre-approved by the Anchorage
Assembly Members who are also THE REAPPORTIONMENT COMMITTEE! Now there is a
conflict of interest if I ever seen one! Moving geographical boundaries to secure your own
assembly seat rather than what is in the best interest for the City of Anchorage.
I do appreciate the considerable time and energy for residents and leaders who did make logical
decisions to keep neighborhood boundaries intact.
Ethnicity should not be a consideration as it has no relevance within the confines of neighborhoods.
People want their representatives to properly decide on issues within congruent neighborhoods and
geographical boundaries which include main arterial roads, secondary roads, limited road service
districts, and community councils.
The Anchorage Hillside and Eagle River residents have made their voices heard regarding placing
both communities in the same non-contiguous district. The voices were a resounding NO!

Likewise, Anchorage's Downtown needs to remain independent of any other neighborhoods.
Release the proposed JBER stronghold by attempting to join our military base within the density of
downtown Anchorage. This action does not make sense as the needs of Downtown are far different
than the unique needs of JBER Military base. Combining Eagle River and JBER is the solution and
meets the population density goals.

I strongly suggest an amendment is made to extend the entire redistricting process and do a proper
job rather than push this process through prior to the April 5, 2022 Municipal election.

Assembly members, please approach this task as the finale of your terms and please do it right!
Redistrict the Municipality of Anchorage properly for the next decade, through the 2030 Census.


